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Cross-town moves, a special type of drayage, occur when intermodal containers require a transfer from one

rail ramp to another for continuance of a shipment. The cross-town problem consists of determining driver

load assignments and routing and scheduling these drivers such that the maximum number of loads are

covered with minimum empty moves. We illustrate how the cross-town problem has special characteristics

that require a novel methodology, and we subsequently develop a heuristic solution approach. Our heuristics

consider operational constraints, including a high number of loads per driver schedule, driver start times,

driver start and end locations, hourly traffic patterns, load time windows, and required driver service hours.

The implementation of the cross-town application has positively impacted J.B. Hunt’s intermodal drayage

operation by automating and enhancing planning work flow for dispatchers, reducing the number of costly

outsourced loads, and significantly improving operational efficiency. In addition, J.B. Hunt has documented

the annualized cost savings of the cross-town heuristic implementation at $581,000.
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J.B. Hunt Transport Services, Inc. (J.B. Hunt), which is headquartered in Lowell, Arkansas

and provides services to customers in the United States, Canada, and Mexico, is one

of the largest transportation logistics companies in North America. At the end of 2010,

the company employed 15,223 people, including 10,172 company drivers, across four seg-

ments: intermodal, dedicated contract services, full-load dry van, and integrated capacity

solutions. In 2010, J.B. Hunt reported $3.8 billion in consolidated revenue. Of the four seg-

ments, intermodal represented 56 percent of its consolidated revenue (J.B. Hunt Transport

Services Inc. 2010).

A substantial portion of J.B. Hunt’s intermodal operations includes the origin and

destination delivery services referred to as drayage. Drayage typically involves the truck

movement of loaded and empty equipment between rail ramps, shippers, consignees, and
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equipment yards. Although the drayage distance is often a shorter haul compared to the

total distance of an intermodal shipment, drayage accounts for a large percentage of the

shipping costs (Smilowitz 2006).

A special type of drayage occurs when intermodal containers require a transfer from one

rail ramp to another for continuance of a shipment. These moves, called rail interchanges or

cross-towns, require the use of short moves, which can be performed by truck or rail through

or around metropolitan areas. Cross-town moves are required because of the structure of

the US railroad system. Seven class 1 railroad companies operate in the United States (see

Figure 1).

Insert Figure 1 about here.

Union Pacific (UP) and Burlington Northern Sante Fe (BNSF) primarily operate in the

Western two-thirds of the United States; Norfolk Southern (NS) and CSX Transportation

operate in the Eastern third of the country. For a container to travel from the West Coast

to the East Coast (or vice versa) via rail, a handoff may occur between at least two railroad

companies. For example, an intermodal container could travel from BNSF’s rail ramp in

Southern California to Chicago (which is a destination city for BNSF). The container

would then be unloaded off the rail, drayed to an NS rail ramp in Chicago, reloaded,

and shipped to Atlanta. These intermodal exchanges occur in many Midwest cities (e.g.,

Chicago, Memphis, Kansas City, and St. Louis).

Because a much larger percentage of intermodal rail traffic in the United States moves

from the West Coast to the East Coast (Maggiore et al. 2007), load imbalances typically

occur at rail ramps where outbound volume exceeds inbound volume. This imbalance com-

plicates the scheduling of cross-town operations and often requires an empty repositioning

move commonly referred to as a “bobtail,” a situation in which a driver must travel with-

out a container (i.e., empty) to a rail ramp to service a load. Figure 2 illustrates cross-town

traffic. An ideal intermodal exchange requires only loaded travel and can be accomplished

if a truck can pick up a container from the origin rail ramp, transport the load to the

destination rail ramp, and then pick up another container at the destination rail ramp.

Insert Figure 2 about here.

A study conducted by the Intermodal Freight Technology Working Group estimates that

only between 10 and 50 percent of all moves in and out of rail ramps in Kansas City are

loaded moves (Maggiore et al. 2007). Trucking companies have an opportunity to increase
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Figure 1 Seven class 1 railroad companies operate in the United States, which results in a handoff between

railroad companies when containers travel by rail from the West Coast to the East Coast (or vice

versa). (Source: http://www.globalizationstudies.upenn.edu/node/795).

Figure 2 This graphic illustrates that cross-town travel may require both loaded and unloaded travel. If one load

must be transferred from A to C, and one load must be transferred from B to C, these loads can be

serviced by traveling loaded from A to C, traveling empty from C to B, and then traveling loaded from

B to C.

the percentage of loaded moves, thus increasing their revenues and positively impacting

a city’s transportation network and environment by reducing truck traffic in already con-

gested metropolitan areas. Additionally, a trucking company with a fixed number of vehi-

cles in its fleet would have the opportunity to increase the number of revenue-generating

tasks performed per vehicle.
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Because of the volume that J.B. Hunt handles, the efficiency of cross-town moves is

important. In particular, the Chicago metro area presents a significant challenge to cross-

town drayage planning. Because of this area’s multiple rail interchanges and a constant

stream of loads, scheduling drivers for continuous loaded moves is a primary objective for

J.B. Hunt.

The use of third-party dray carriers is an option. However, these carriers charge a pre-

mium because loads outsourced to them typically result in a bobtail. Although J.B. Hunt

tries to find tours (i.e., two or more consecutive moves with minimal empty miles) for

third-party carriers, maintaining balance for the carriers is difficult. Thus, it prefers to

move as many cross-towns as possible using company drivers and independent contractors

because it has more control over these drivers’ schedules.

J.B. Hunt’s objective was to determine and schedule driver load assignments, which

match specific container loads to truck drivers, with the goal of maximizing loaded moves

and minimizing empty repositioning moves. When the company’s cross-town fleet was

small, one or two full-time dray planners were able to build efficient schedules for a few

company drivers. A planner would typically start a driver at one rail ramp and schedule

that driver to move a cross-town load to another rail ramp that had an outbound load.

Although this planning method provided decent driver utilization, the manual planning

was tedious and often resulted in bobtail situations. A cross-town driver can move 12 or

more loads in a day, making planning for each driver a complex task. Moreover, because

train schedules change throughout the day, driver schedules often require updating. As the

size of J.B. Hunt’s fleet grew, the manual routing and scheduling of cross-town operations

became too complex for manual planning. The company required an improved routing

and scheduling methodology for its cross-town drayage operation. However, the multiple

considerations specific to the cross-town operational environment made this difficult.

Cross-Town Characteristics

The following characteristics specific to routing and scheduling cross-town drayage opera-

tions make previously developed procedures unsuitable for addressing J.B. Hunt’s problem.

• Because of the close proximity of ramps, high load volumes, and fast turnaround times

at rail ramps, the number of tasks assigned to each cross-town driver per day is much

larger than the number assigned to a typical drayage driver. For example, a cross-town
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driver can handle 12 or more continuous-loaded moves per day, whereas a traditional local

drayage driver, who delivers containers from a rail ramp to customer locations, may only

handle an average of 4 or fewer loads per day. This causes the solution space for the cross-

town problem to grow much more rapidly than a typical drayage load-assignment problem;

existing methodologies for drayage operations are designed such that the number of tasks

that must be assigned to a driver is relatively small.

• The close proximity of rail ramps requires a solution that considers a higher number

of loads.

• Transportation is within urban metropolitan areas in which traffic patterns vary based

on time of day.

• Because of the dependency on train schedules, load time windows are typically more

stringent than they are for general drayage operations.

• J.B. Hunt has a dedicated cross-town fleet of company drivers with set schedules and

set start times. This improves driver quality of life and increases driver retention; however,

it adds additional constraints to the scheduling problem. As a result, J.B. Hunt’s primary

objective becomes the maximization of driver utilization of its dedicated fleet.

• Because the size of the driver fleet is fixed, company drivers cannot cover all loads;

hence, selecting which loads to cover internally and which to outsource to third-party

drivers is necessary.

Therefore, J.B. Hunt required a computationally efficient solution methodology to solve

large-scale instances of the cross-town problem that incorporate various operational con-

straints. These constraints include (1) a high number of loads per driver schedule, (2)

driver start times, (3) start and end driver locations, (4) time-dependent travel estimates,

(5) time windows on loads, and (6) required driver service hours. The constant changes

in cross-town load availability, including new loads and updated train schedules, required

this methodology to handle large problem instances and provide quick solution times.

Modeling Considerations

J.B. Hunt considered previous intermodal models; however, none in the known literature

enforced each operational constraint associated with the cross-town problem (see Table 1).

Insert Table 1 about here.

Insert Table 2 about here.
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As Table 2 shows, all known existing approaches are designed to solve instances with fewer

loads per day and loads per driver than typical cross-town problem instances (e.g., the

maximum loads per driver that consider load time windows is 5.4, which requires 1.5 hours

to solve). The company deemed that these methodologies would not be computationally

efficient when applied to its cross-town problem.

The intermodal segment of J.B. Hunt already used, and continues to use, a real-time

dispatching engine, which optimizes the more typical drayage stops of original pickup

and final delivery for local and regional markets, for drayage planning. However, this

dispatching engine was not designed to solve the cross-town problem. Because of the length

of haul, these local and regional drivers move far fewer loads than those servicing cross-

towns. For example, a local dray driver might move two or three loads a day; a regional

driver might move only one load. Thus, the existing dray dispatching system was not

designed to find 12 or more continuous loaded moves for a driver; this would present a

significant combinatorial challenge that would be potentially prohibitive for a real-time

dispatching system.

Table 1 The categorization of drayage scheduling literature by objective, methodology, and constraints

enforced illustrates that no model in the known literature enforced each operational constraint associated with

the cross-town problem.
Constraints Enforced

Starting Max driver Time Time Selection
Driver Driver Ending length dependent windows of loads

Citation Objective Methodology start time end time locations of day travel times on loads to cover
Arunapuram et al. (2003) Min empty miles Column N N Y N N Y N

generation
Bodin et al. (2000) Min empty miles Decomposition & N N Y Y N N N

partial enumeration
Ergun et al. (2007) Min empty miles Cycle generation N N N Y N Y N

heuristic
Francis et al. (2007) Min fleet size Greedy N N Y Y N Y N

and travel time randomized procedure
Gronalt et al. (2003) Min empty miles Vehicle routing N N Y Y N Y N

approach
Ileri et al. (2006) Min total costs Column Y N Y Y N Y Y

generation
Imai et al. (2007) Min total costs Lagrangian N N Y Y N N Y

relaxation
Jula et al. (2005) Min empty miles TSP* N Y Y N Y N

Namboothiri and Erera (2004) Min total time Column N N Y N Y Y N
generation

Namboothiri and Erera (2008) Min drivers Column Y Y Y Y N Y Y
generation

Smilowitz (2006) Min fleet size Column N N N Y N Y N
and travel time generation

Wang and Regan (2002) Max loads TSP* N N Y N N Y Y
served

* Traveling salesman problem

The Model Objectives

J.B. Hunt studied the problem of constructing a set of driver schedules from the perspective

of a transportation company that services load requests to move containers from one rail
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Table 2 The problem instance characteristics solved by the known approaches are designed to solve instances

with fewer loads per day and loads per driver than typical cross-town problem instances.

Maximum Maximum Daily CPU

Citation loads per day loads per driver (secs)

Arunapuram et al. (2003) 205 Not provided 45.2

Bodin et al. (2000) 199 7.37 1.4

Ergun et al. (2007) Not provided 4.0* 36.5

Francis et al. (2007) 200 4.65 21,600.0

Gronalt et al. (2003) 128 Not provided Not provided

Ileri et al. (2006) 130 4.3 125.4

Imai et al. (2007) 200 Not provided 130.0

Jula et al. (2005)

Exact solution 15 2.5 625.7

Hybrid approach 100 Not provided 1,743

Industry data, exact and hybrid 65 Not provided Unsolvable

Industry data, insertion heuristic 65 4.6 1.2

Namboothiri and Erera (2004) 100 4.8 289.3

Namboothiri and Erera (2008) 100 3.32** 151.9

Smilowitz (2006)

Industry data 351 4.6 Unsolvable

Industry data, heuristic 88 4.0 2,052.0

Industry data, optimal 44 1.1 6.0

Randomly generated, heuristic 200 5.4 5,466.0

Wang and Regan (2002) 150 3.8 694.6

* 5% have 4 or more loads

** average number of loads per driver

ramp to another. Its problem is two-fold. First, the company wants to choose which loads

to handle internally; second, it wants to route and schedule drivers such that its maximizes

driver utilization and minimizes empty repositioning moves. We solve these two decisions

simultaneously.
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The primary objective is to maximize the number of loads covered by company drivers.

Because there might be multiple ways to maximize the number of loads covered by company

drivers, the secondary objective is to minimize total empty travel miles. Constraints include

the following: (1) each load must be either serviced by a company driver or contracted to

a third-party driver and (2) every company driver must be assigned a route.

Route Generation

To solve the cross-town problem, J.B. Hunt required a process for route generation of

operationally feasible routes. In developing this process, we define a load as demand for a

container movement by truck specified by an origin, destination, and dispatch window. A

dispatch window consists of the earliest and latest times that a load can be picked up and

dropped of at a rail ramp, respectively. The sequence of loads assigned to a driver is called

a route, which is specified by a set of ordered movement tasks. Therefore, a route assigns

loads to a driver and schedules the loads within that driver’s service day. A route is feasible

if (1) all loads assigned to the route satisfy the load’s origin and destination dispatch time

constraints and (2) the total time required to transport all loads in the route is less than

the driver’s service-hours constraint.

The generation of the driver routes uses production data; thus, the loads for the planning

period are known at the time of route generation. The load data provide a daily snapshot

of all the loads available for the planning span, providing the time of availability at the

origin ramp and the due time at the destination ramp for each load. All daily load requests

are assumed to be satisfied (i.e., a large supply of third-party drivers is available to handle

any loads that J.B. Hunt drivers cannot handle). Loads are considered homogeneous and

load priority is not currently considered.

J.B. Hunt has a fixed homogeneous fleet of drivers and trucks that can serve one load

at a time. Although driver skill levels are assumed homogeneous for the model, the drivers

can have different work schedules (i.e., drivers have varying start times). A driver remains

with his or her truck during the operating day. A truck will be dispatched from a depot

and will return to the same depot at the end of the day. Regulated hours of service are

also enforced.

J.B. Hunt also incorporates time-varying transit estimates to represent urban traffic

patterns. A supporting process, which is updated each week, calculates the average transit

times between rail ramps for a given previous period. These transit statistics populate a
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database table; these results are loaded into the cross-town application with each heuristic

run. The transit statistics have been successful in capturing rush-hour traffic, low con-

gestion during the early morning hours, and other metropolitan traffic trends. By using

time-varying transit estimates, the planners have more realistic transit approximations and

can plan more reliable and robust schedules.

Load Availability

The number of loads available for each planning period consists of a 36-hour window. The

planning horizon typically begins the evening of the current day, and planners schedule

all drivers starting within the following 24 hours. Drivers beginning at the end of the

planning period are able to work through the next day. These varying start times result

in approximately a 36-hour planning period window. Loads that are not assigned in the

current planning period remain in the system for consideration in the next planning period.

At any given instance in the planning period, the number of available loads can be

highly variable. The railroads deliver and receive freight in bulk, creating nonuniform load

demand patterns. Additionally, some loads are required at their destination ramps within

a few hours; other loads might not require movement for days. Clearly, this variability

makes planning more challenging when a fleet of drivers has set work hours throughout

the day. To illustrate this variability in available loads, Figure 3 displays the distribution

of the percentage of available loads over a planning period.

Insert Figure 3 about here.

Load Imbalance

The cross-town problem is further complicated by the load imbalances that exist in the

demand among the ramps. To illustrate this load imbalance, we present planning data for

a selected subset of ramps. For simplicity, we ignore cross-town load time windows, and we

allow pickup and delivery anytime within the 36-hour window. We denote the 12 selected

ramps as A through L. Table 3 provides load demands between ramp pairs and the number

of balanced loads.

Insert Table 3 about here.

As Table 3 illustrates, an imbalance occurs in the available loads. Even if we ignore load

pickup and delivery windows, an upper bound on loaded moves would be 22.2 percent of

the total available loads. When we introduce time considerations for loads, the number of

feasible load combinations without bobtails decreases further.
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Figure 3 The available load demand varies depending on the time of the planning period. If many drivers are

scheduled from time 0 to 10, the driver utilization will be low because the load availability is low.

However, from time 17 to 26, over 50 percent of the planning period’s loads are available. Clearly, this

variability makes planning more challenging when a fleet of drivers has set work hours throughout the

day.

Problem Complexity and Difficulty

The large numbers of available loads and drivers make route generation difficult. To illus-

trate its complexity, consider a planning period with 500 loads available and drivers who

can handle 12 continuous loaded moves. If we assume that no empty moves are required,

all possible permutations ( P500 12 ) are equal to 4.13 × 10
32 routes. These routes ignore

deramp availability time, rail cutoff times, hours-of-service constraints, geographical con-

siderations, and precedence constraints associated with a driver’s day; therefore, they are

not guaranteed to be feasible, making any determination of their feasibility a complex task.

To solve the cross-town routing and scheduling problem, J.B. Hunt needed to determine

a method for route generation. It considered a complete enumeration of feasible driver

schedules. However, because a typical cross-town instance is prohibitively large, a complete

enumeration of all schedules is impractical. Alternatively, column generation incorporated

with a linear programming relaxation would allow for the addition of new routes to the

formulation and avoid complete enumeration. However, using column generation would

make the solution to the subproblem of optimizing routes for each driver computationally

complex because of the large number of moves per day (Erera et al. 2008). Therefore,

given that the methodology requires frequently solving large-scale, industry-sized problem

instances with hundreds of loads, J.B. Hunt required an efficient solution application. The
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Table 3 The planning data for a 12-ramp example illustrates that an imbalance occurs in the available loads.

Origin Destination % of load Origin Destination % of load % of load

ramp ramp volume ramp ramp volume volume balanced

J F 23.1 F J 7.2 7.2

D F 10.3 F D 1.6 1.6

D A 7.7 A D 4.8 4.8

J D 6.1 D J 3.1 3.1

J G 5.4 G J 0.1 0.1

L F 4.0 F L 0.4 0.4

D H 3.7 H D 0.0 0.0

J A 3.3 A J 2.8 2.8

J E 2.8 E J 1.0 1.0

L G 2.6 G L 0.0 0.0

I F 2.1 F I 0.6 0.6

D G 1.4 G D 0.0 0.0

I A 1.1 A I 0.1 0.1

I G 0.9 G I 0.0 0.0

L K 0.7 K L 0.0 0.0

D K 0.6 K D 0.0 0.0

A F 0.4 F A 0.0 0.0

J C 0.4 C J 0.0 0.0

D E 0.2 E D 0.1 0.1

J K 0.2 K J 0.0 0.0

L A 0.2 A L 0.1 0.1

B F 0.1 F B 0.1 0.1

D B 0.1 B D 0.0 0.0

F H 0.1 H F 0.0 0.0

L C 0.1 C L 0.0 0.0

Total 22.2

problem is known to be NP-hard (Erera and Smilowitz 2008), and most of the current
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research on drayage focuses on heuristic algorithms (Jula et al. 2005); thus, the company

decided to develop a heuristic approach for route generation.

Route-Generation Heuristic

J.B. Hunt needed to develop an effective and efficient route-generation heuristic that

exploited the special structure of the cross-town problem. It decided to generate opera-

tionally feasible routes using an iterative procedure repeated for each driver. For a move to

be feasible, the load must be available at the driver’s expected time of arrival at the origin

ramp, and the driver must deliver the load to the destination ramp before its scheduled

delivery time. The expected times of arrival and completion are a function of both the

distance between ramps and the time of the day (because of congestion factors).

Bounds

To evaluate the performance of route-generation procedures and to provide statistics to

upper management, J.B. Hunt uses bounds as one type of benchmark. It uses load efficiency,

which is defined as the total loaded trips divided by the total loaded and empty trips for all

drivers, to measure the level of service achieved through a cross-town schedule. It selected

load efficiency, instead of a distance-based metric, because the cross-town ramps are in

close proximity to one another. The difference in distance between ramps is negligible;

service, not mileage, dominates the solution. An upper bound on load efficiency is 1.0,

resulting in a perfect schedule with no bobtail moves.

Driver utilization, which is defined as the total number of loads handled in a planning

period divided by the total driver load capacity, measures the efficient use of the fixed

cost of the company drivers. Because of rail schedules and imbalances in container supply

and demand nodes, perfect load efficiency and driver utilization is not always possible.

However, the metrics do provide an upper bound for evaluating heuristic performance.

Mimicking Manual Operating Policies

As a result of the short development time and the immediate need for a more powerful

planning tool, a näıve heuristic, which mimicked the manual operating policies of cross-

town dispatch planners, was initially developed.

For each rail ramp, operational planners had a list of preferred destination rail ramps by

descending priority. When a driver delivers a cross-town load at a rail ramp, the planners

look for the next load. Given a driver’s current location, the planners have a sequence
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of destination rail ramps that they check to determine the best ramp on which to send

the driver. Typically, a driver will take a cross-town load from the current rail ramp to

the destination rail ramp. However, in some cases, a bobtail is the only option. The ramp

sequences generally reflect proximity to the origin ramp; however, traffic patterns and

congestion also impact the sequences.

The näıve heuristic creates driver routes one load at a time. Given the current ramp and

that ramp’s destination sequence, the heuristic chooses the move with the highest available

sequence position. If no moves are available, the heuristic attempts the next ramp in the

destination sequence. This process of searching for potential moves by descending sequence

position continues until an available move is found. This load is then added to the driver’s

schedule, and the sequence search process begins with the destination ramp now as the

origin ramp. If no available move is found, a bobtail move is required. If a bobtail is the

only option, the heuristic chooses the destination ramp with the highest sequence position

that has an available load. If no loads are available anywhere in the network, the driver

must wait (however, in practice, volumes are large enough that driver waiting is rare).

When a move is added to the route sequence, potential loads are refreshed. This includes

updating the move set to include only feasible moves at a given time. Note that if a

load is selected as part of the driver’s schedule, all other drivers remove this load from

consideration. The process of adding loaded moves continues until a driver’s schedule is

filled. Drivers must start and end their schedules at their home ramps. Therefore, for a

driver’s final load, the heuristic finds a cross-town move to the driver’s home ramp and

adds it to the driver’s schedule; if no loads are available, the heuristic chooses a bobtail

move to the home ramp.

J.B. Hunt used the näıve heuristic in production for approximately two months. During

this time, the generated schedules did not consistently produce the required operational

efficiency. Therefore, the company determined that it needed a more sophisticated heuristic.

It decided to develop the balancing heuristic and use the näıve heuristic as an initial

benchmark for comparison purposes.

Balancing Heuristic

The balancing heuristic is based on the concept that a favorable route consists of a balance

between origin and destination ramp pairs. The heuristic creates driver routes one-at-a-

time. The procedure determines a balanced score for origin-destination pairs. A balanced
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score for an origin-destination pair is the minimum of the flow from the origin ramp to the

destination ramp and the flow from the destination ramp to the origin ramp available at

a given time. Given a current ramp location, the heuristic selects the movement that has

the largest balanced score. A route will require an empty bobtail move if the maximum

balanced score is equal to zero. In such a case, the heuristic recommends choosing the

node with the maximum outbound volume lane. If no loads are available, the heuristic

recommends an empty bobtail move to the ramp with the maximum balanced score greater

than zero. If no loads are available anywhere in the network, the driver must wait. When

a load movement is added to the route sequence, potential load movements are refreshed

and the balanced scores are updated.

A Simple Example

To illustrate the differences in the developed route-generation heuristics, we present a sim-

ple example with four cross-town ramps, denoted A, B, C, and D. Each ramp is separated

from each other ramp by one time unit. For simplicity, we assume that we have only one

driver to schedule and the driver’s day constitutes six time units. Therefore, the load capac-

ity of the driver equals six. The driver begins and ends the schedule at ramp A; Table 4

shows the load demand. For simplicity, we do not enforce time window constraints on any

of the loads. For the näıve heuristic, the destination sequences are (B - C - D) for ramp

A; (C - D - A) for ramp B; (D - A - B) for ramp C; and (C - B - A) for ramp D.

Insert Table 4 about here.

Table 4 The to–from load demand illustrates network imbalances; however, it ignores load availability

constraints.

To–From A B C D

A 0 3 4 2

B 3 0 1 1

C 3 1 0 5

D 0 0 0 0

Tables 5 and 6 provide the route generation using the näıve and balancing heuristics,

respectively, and show that the balancing heuristic finds an optimal route for this example.

Insert Table 5 about here.
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Table 5 The näıve heuristic recommends a driver’s route sequence of (A - B - C - D - C - D - A), achieving a

0.67 load efficiency and driver utilization.

Iteration Node Loaded moves Empty moves

0 A

1 B 1 0

2 C 1 0

3 D 1 0

4 C 0 1

5 D 1 0

6 A 0 1

Total 4 2

Load efficiency 0.67

Driver utilization 0.67

Table 6 The balancing heuristic achieves a load efficiency and driver utilization of 1.0, with a recommended

route sequence of (A - B - A - C - A - C - A).

Iteration Node Loaded moves Empty moves Updated arc score

0 A

1 B 1 0 s1AB = 2

2 A 1 0 s1BA = 2

3 C 1 0 s1AC = 3

4 A 1 0 s1CA = 2

5 C 1 0 s1AC = 2

6 A 1 0 s1CA = 1

Total 6 0

Load efficiency 1.0

Driver utilization 1.0

Insert Table 6 about here.

This simple example illustrates the potential improvement possible by using the balanc-

ing heuristic instead of the näıve heuristic to generate driver routes; however, it ignores

that load availability varies throughout the planning day. The variability associated with

load availability further complicates generating driver routes and motivates the need for

the balanced heuristic to replace the manual planning process.
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Numerical Results

We report numerical results using one month of J.B. Hunt’s cross-town data to illustrate

the heuristics’ performances in a large-scale implementation. We illustrate that the devel-

oped heuristic approach yields robust results that are computationally efficient and do not

depend heavily on the daily load profile.

We implemented the solution in the C++ programming language and ran tests on a Dell

Optiplex GX620 computer with an Intel Pentium D dual core processor at 3.2GHz. Our

machine has 2.0 GB of RAM and runs Microsoft Windows XP Professional Version 2002

as the operating system. Because the data are proprietary, we present results in terms of

percentages.

First, we analyze the performance of our two heuristics for various ratios of driver capac-

ity to available loads. We use one planning period of load schedules and increase the

number of drivers until the ratio approached 1.0. Figures 4(a), 4(b), and 4(c) display the

load efficiency, driver utilization, and processing time, respectively, as the ratio of driver

capacity to available loads increases.

Insert Figures 4(a), 4(b), and 4(c) about here.

The balancing heuristic outperforms the näıve heuristic in both the load efficiency and

the driver utilization metrics. The balancing heuristic provides an optimal solution (i.e.,

100 percent in both load efficiency and driver utilization) when the driver capacity to

available loads ratio is less than 23 percent. For the cases tested, the balancing heuristic’s

driver utilization maintains 80 percent or better. Conversely, the näıve heuristic produces

schedules that have 45 percent driver utilization and 68 percent load efficiency. As Fig-

ure 4(c) shows, the näıve heuristic is more computationally efficient than the balancing

heuristic; however, all cases solved in less than 7.35 seconds for both heuristics.

Next, we test our heuristics on a production data set for one month. All components of

the data occur in practice; thus, the number of drivers, the number of loads available, and

the time constraints on the loads vary depending on the day. Table 7 shows the performance

of the two heuristics in terms of load efficiency, driver utilization, and computational run

time.

Insert Table 7 about here.

In Table 7, we show that the balancing heuristic outperforms the näıve heuristic in both

the load efficiency and the driver utilization metrics. On average, the balancing heuristic
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(a) The Load Efficiency

(b) The Driver Utilization

(c) The Processing Time

Figure 4 The balancing heuristic outperforms the näıve heuristic in both the load efficiency and the driver

utilization metrics. The näıve heuristic is more computationally efficient than the balancing heuristic;

however, all cases solved in less than 7.35 seconds for both heuristics.
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Table 7 Applying our heuristics to production data, the balancing heuristic outperforms the näıve heuristic in

both the load efficiency and the driver utilization metrics. The computational times of both heuristics are

minimal; both solve in less than 4.12 seconds.

Load efficiency Driver utilization Processing time (seconds)

Day balancing näıve balancing näıve balancing näıve

1 100% 94% 100% 100% 1.58 0.88

2 100% 86% 100% 99% 2.48 0.88

3 93% 75% 98% 99% 1.96 0.67

4 80% 53% 95% 49% 2.07 0.80

5 82% 69% 94% 60% 1.99 1.00

6 91% 62% 97% 67% 2.77 1.13

7 100% 83% 100% 99% 1.70 0.78

8 100% 92% 100% 100% 1.69 0.91

9 100% 88% 99% 100% 2.91 0.89

10 74% 70% 89% 94% 2.69 0.69

11 90% 56% 99% 50% 2.04 0.76

12 89% 64% 97% 60% 2.60 1.10

13 96% 55% 100% 46% 2.84 1.44

14 94% 75% 98% 88% 0.94 0.89

15 100% 89% 100% 100% 1.99 0.83

16 100% 84% 100% 99% 3.71 1.00

17 66% 64% 88% 91% 3.36 0.86

18 88% 51% 97% 47% 2.33 0.89

19 76% 59% 90% 46% 2.54 1.28

20 93% 57% 99% 45% 3.18 1.55

21 100% 71% 100% 86% 2.41 0.93

22 100% 90% 100% 100% 1.84 0.93

23 100% 85% 99% 100% 4.12 1.01

24 75% 63% 91% 90% 3.01 0.85

25 85% 51% 98% 74% 2.42 0.76

26 90% 62% 97% 68% 2.66 1.10

27 91% 57% 98% 56% 2.92 1.48

28 100% 74% 100% 97% 2.70 0.89

29 100% 92% 100% 100% 2.38 0.88

30 100% 85% 100% 100% 3.07 1.02

31 73% 71% 89% 93% 3.08 0.78

AVERAGE 91% 72% 97% 81% 2.51 0.96

MAX 100% 94% 100% 100% 4.12 1.55

MIN 66% 51% 88% 45% 0.94 0.67
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produces schedules that have 91 percent load efficiency and 97 percent driver utilization.

The balancing heuristic obtains a perfect load efficiency 41.9 percent of the time and a

perfect driver utilization 38.7 percent of the time. We contrast these results with the näıve

heuristic, which does not create a single perfect load efficiency schedule and creates a

perfect driver utilization only 25.8 percent of the time. The computational times of both

heuristics are minimal, resulting in a maximum run time on a desktop computer of 4.12

seconds for the balancing heuristic and 1.55 seconds for the näıve heuristic.

Clearly, the more balanced the ramps are, the better the balancing heuristic performs.

When the load availability distribution is more uniform, schedules with high load efficiency

and driver utilization are easier to create. These factors have a larger impact on schedule

performance than the ratio of driver capacity to available loads.

In summary, we use empirical tests with industry data sets to demonstrate that our bal-

ancing heuristic produces cross-town routes and schedules that have a high load efficiency

and high driver utilization with minimal computational time. Although the näıve heuristic,

which mimics human behavior, shows some efficiency in planning, the balancing heuristic

clearly outperforms the simpler approach. We elaborate on the impacts of implementing

the balancing heuristic in a production setting in the next section.

Implementation and Challenges

Drayage planners at J.B. Hunt have used the balancing heuristic as a cross-town appli-

cation since its implementation over two years ago. Because the application accounts for

all relevant major constraints in its methodology and is a polynomial-time algorithm, the

cross-town application has been able to produce easily executable cross-town routes and

schedules within a production setting.

The cross-town application is a production solution with multiple scheduled runs each

day. The results of each application run are automatically sent to the planners. However,

major operational events, such as a change in a scheduled train arrival, make a significant

impact. When such events occur, the planners need an update to the recommended driver

schedules. They therefore contact members of engineering team, who immediately deliver

an updated schedule.

The challenges for initial implementation dealt largely with modeling operational char-

acteristics. In the early stages of use, the application required minor operational modeling
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adjustments in several areas; these include estimated transit by time of day, estimated

dwell at ramps by time of day, and different operating characteristics between daytime and

nighttime fleets.

Although the cross-town application is a mature, stable application, operational model-

ing challenges still exist. For example, once the planners have scheduled company drivers,

they search for recommendations for third-party carriers. Although the cross-town engine

attempts to find short tours for the third-party carriers with the remaining loads, plan-

ners frequently ask for enhanced tools to improve these recommendations. The challenges

involved in delivering these enhancements require a broader information technology (IT)

structure that could be accomplished by a team effort of engineers, database administra-

tors, IT web developers, and operations personnel.

Impact and Success

After almost two years of using the cross-town application, J.B. Hunt has been able to

measure the project’s success. The work has positively impacted J.B. Hunt’s intermodal

drayage operations; enabling the company to realize the following benefits.

• A more automated and enhanced planning work flow for dispatchers has replaced the

previous manual planning process.

• Increased productivity of dispatchers has allowed J.B. Hunt’s cross-town fleet to grow

significantly without requiring any additional operational planners (the fleet size includes

independent third-party contractors, who also serve as input to the cross-town application).

• Improved synchronization between demand and company capacity has reduced the

number of loads outsourced to third-party drayage companies, which are more costly.

• Automating the distribution of schedules multiple times per day has reduced manual

work and improved the timeliness and accuracy of planning information.

• Because the application leverages real-time data, it has reduced manual work and

improved the timeliness and accuracy of planning information. It can generate schedules

within seconds to immediately reflect operational changes (e.g., a late train).

• Within the first quarter after implementation, the application contributed to signif-

icant improvements in operational efficiency. It has also had a positive financial impact;

J.B. Hunt has documented annual cost savings of $581,000.

We note that during the two years that the application has been in operation, planners

in the field have viewed it positively and have requested few major changes.
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In addition to daily routes and schedules, the cross-town application is a powerful strate-

gic planning tool. Because of the heuristic’s speed to solution, operational managers can

quickly answer questions regarding the addition or reduction of drivers and match poten-

tial load volumes to required service levels, thus allowing them to make strategic decisions

based on accurate estimates of the operational impact.

Future Problems

The subject of cross-town routing and scheduling presents a host of challenging problems

for future research. The integration of local and regional drivers into the scheduling and

routing decision could improve efficiency and help balance a cross-town network. The

cross-town problem could be expanded to incorporate nonrevenue work (e.g., equipment

repositioning) to further reduce bobtail moves. Additionally, recognizing that loads are not

always homogeneous, as our research shows, the solution to the cross-town problem could

recognize higher-values loads and service those loads first.
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